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�� HIP

Impaction technique influences implant 
stability in low- density bone model

Aims
Cementless acetabular components rely on press- fit fixation for initial stability. In certain 
cases, initial stability is more difficult to obtain (such as during revision). No current study 
evaluates how a surgeon’s impaction technique (mallet mass, mallet velocity, and number 
of strikes) may affect component fixation. This study seeks to answer the following research 
questions: 1) how does impaction technique affect a) bone strain generation and deteriora-
tion (and hence implant stability) and b) seating in different density bones?; and 2) can an 
impaction technique be recommended to minimize risk of implant loosening while ensuring 
seating of the acetabular component?

Methods
A custom drop tower was used to simulate surgical strikes seating acetabular components 
into synthetic bone. Strike velocity and drop mass were varied. Synthetic bone strain was 
measured using strain gauges and stability was assessed via push- out tests. Polar gap was 
measured using optical trackers.

Results
A phenomenon of strain deterioration was identified if an excessive number of strikes was 
used to seat a component. This effect was most pronounced in low- density bone at high 
strike velocities. Polar gap was reduced with increasing strike mass and velocity.

Conclusion
A high mallet mass with low strike velocity resulted in satisfactory implant stability and polar 
gap, while minimizing the risk of losing stability due to over- striking. Extreme caution not 
to over- strike must be exercised when using high velocity strikes in low- density bone for any 
mallet mass.
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Article focus
�� This in vitro study investigated the effect 

of impaction technique (including mallet 
mass, mallet velocity, and number of 
strikes) upon acetabular component 
stability.

Key messages
�� This study identified a trend of stability 

deterioration with excessive impaction 
strikes.
�� The use of a high mass mallet with low 

strike velocity may allow adequate fixation 
in low- density bone while minimizing the 
possibility of stability deterioration.

Strengths and limitations
�� The effects of each element of impaction 

technique (mallet mass, strike velocity, 
and number of strikes) upon clinically 
relevant outcomes have been reported. 
To our knowledge, no comparable study 
has been published.
�� This study used a synthetic bone model. 

The magnitudes of the effects reported 
may vary in live bone tissue. In addition, 
only time- zero effects can be reported.

Introduction
The majority of hip implants used in total 
hip arthroplasty (THA) in Europe, Australia, 
and the USA are now cementless1-4 and 
show reduced mortality risk compared to 
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cemented implants.5,6 Cementless procedures have 
been shown to have favourable outcomes even in revi-
sion cases, despite decreased bone stock, and are often 
recommended over cemented alternatives.7-9 Cementless 
implants rely on a mechanical press- fit to achieve initial 
stability. If successful, this can result in lifelong secure 
implant fixation.10

Press- fit stability is achieved by impacting an implant 
into an undersized cavity in the bone and generating 
hoop strain, creating friction at the implant/bone inter-
face. With adequate strain the implant is stable and long- 
term bone ingrowth is promoted.11,12 However, if there is 
too little strain the implant may be unstable, and small 
movements can occur during loading, preventing bony 
ingrowth.13,14 Implant stability is particularly important 
during revision cases, where bone stock and quality may 
be poorer. In these cases secure implant stability is more 
difficult to achieve,9,15 and the likelihood of fracture may 
increase.16,17 Early instability and loosening has been 
reported as the main cause of cementless implant failure 
following revision.7,18,19 In order to maximize the benefits 
of using cementless implants, particularly in more diffi-
cult cases, stability must be achieved.20

Much previous research has focused on how initial 
stability is influenced by implant/bony factors: compo-
nent design,21,22 implant surface,23 component stiffness,24 
bone density,25 and bone/component interference.26-30 
However there is a paucity of literature discussing surgical 
technique in seating cementless implants. Impaction 
technique (mallet mass, mallet velocity, and number 
of impaction strikes) played a crucial role in seating 
over 34,000 cementless components in the UK in 2017. 
Previous work has investigated the role of impaction 
energy or implantation force, both of which depend upon 
mallet mass and velocity, implant stability, and seating.31 
However the effect of number of impaction strikes 
remains unclear. As it can be difficult for the surgeon to 
accurately infer when a component is seated,32 the effect 
of under- or over- impacting an acetabular component 
requires investigation.

This study uses an in vitro model to answer two ques-
tions: 1) how does impaction technique affect a) bone 
strain generation and deterioration (and hence implant 
stability) and b) seating in different density bones?; and 
2) can an impaction technique be recommended to mini-
mize risk of implant loosening while ensuring seating of 
the acetabular component?

Methods
Setup. An in vitro drop tower was used to impact acetab-
ular components into synthetic bone (Figure 1). By vary-
ing the height of the drop, the rig is able to mimic surgical 
mallet impaction strikes in a repeatable manner. In addi-
tion the drop rig mimics in vivo soft tissue boundary con-
ditions. Briefly, the synthetic bone is mounted to a mass/
spring/dashpot that provides the same displacement and 
acceleration rate under impact as the human acetabulum 

during surgery. This ensures the same damping of soft 
tissue seen in vivo is represented in vitro. The details of 
the test setup and human cadaver validation have been 
described previously.31,33

Expanded polyurethane foam (Model #1522 to 02 
and #1522 to 04; Sawbones, Pacific Laboratories, Malmö, 
Sweden) was used as a repeatable synthetic bone substi-
tute for the acetabulum: the high- density (30 PCF) foam 
replicated good- quality bone with a strong cortical rim 
while the low- density (15 PCF) foam replicated poorer 
quality bone, such as the exposed cancellous, sub- 
chondral bone seen in revision cases.34-38 The bones were 
computer numerical control (CNC) milled to create a 53 
mm diameter acetabular cavity, with a previously vali-
dated anatomically representative geometry, including 
two ‘notches’. These were used to simulate the pinching 
effect of the ischeal and ilial columns, applying similar 
forces to acetabular components as in vivo testing.39-42 
The hemisphere cavity was centred 1 mm below the 
surface of the block.

The acetabular components used were designed to 
have a rim- to- rim stiffness similar to commercially avail-
able devices,1,43 manufactured with a 3 mm shell thick-
ness in Ti6Al4V alloy. Each component was manufactured 
with an extruded spigot, projected into the component 
from the pole, allowing components to be attached 
to a straight introducer for impaction. A finite element  
analysis was used to ensure the resulting components 
fell within the range of stiffness reported for commercial 
acetabular components.38,43 A rough outer surface (Rz > 
500 µm) was applied to the components, representing a 
typical implant fixation surface.44 Then, 55 mm and 54 
mm component sizes were chosen for the 15 PCF and 
30 PCF models resulting in 2 mm and 1 mm diametric 
interference respectively, which represents typical clinical 
practice.11,27,45,46

Testing. Data were acquired for three strike velocities and 
three strike masses. Low, medium, and high velocities of 

Fig. 1

Experimental impact setup.
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1.5 m/s, 2.75 m/s, and 4.0 m/s respectively were chosen 
based upon existing literature and previous testing.33,47-49 
A video demonstration intended to aid surgeon replica-
tion of these velocities is available in the supplementa-
ry material (Supplementary Video i). Low, medium, and 
high strike masses of 0.6 kg, 1.2 kg, and 1.8 kg were 
implemented by changing the mass of the drop platen 
(Figure 1) and were chosen to cover a range of common-
ly used surgical mallets. Five repeats were completed for 
each of the nine mass/velocity combinations, in each of 
the two densities of synthetic bone. Strain and displace-
ment data were recorded for ten strikes for each setup. In 
total 180 tests were completed.
Implant stability: strain measurement. Strain gauges (350 
ohm, SGT- 3F/350TY11; Omega, Manchester, UK) were 
used to measure hoop strain on the surface of the bone. 
Two gauges per bone were glued radially around the 
cavity periphery, 2 mm from the cavity edge (Figure 2). 
This location has previously been shown to experience 
the highest strain.21,31 Strain gauge data were acquired for 
one second following each strike using a USB datalog-
ger (NI9327; National Instruments, Budapest, Hungary) 
in quarter bridge configuration. Raw data were captured 
using Labview (National Instruments, 2014) and analyzed 
using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
Implant stability: strain deterioration. Pilot testing indi-
cated a characteristic pattern to the strain with an increas-
ing number of strikes (Figure 3): initially strain increased 
strike by strike (Figure 3a), which represents an increase in 
the stability of the implant.31 This was followed by an in-
flexion point (peak strain) and a subsequent deterioration 

of strain with each strike (Figure 3b). This deterioration in 
strain with subsequent strikes was quantified and analyz-
ed as it poses a clinical risk: over- impacting the compo-
nent may reduce implant stability. A metric of strain re-
duction, hereby known as strain deterioration, is defined 
by the following equation, with terms defined graphical-
ly in Figure 3.

 
 Strain Deterioration = Max Strain−Min Strain

[
∆µε

]
Number of strikes betweenmax andmin strain  

 

A strain deterioration of zero would represent condi-
tions where an excessive number of strikes beyond some 
optimum does not reduce bone strain at all. A larger 
strain deterioration magnitude represents conditions 
where excessive strikes cause a larger reduction in bone 
strain, and therefore reduction in component stability.
Implant stability: pushout. Pushout fixation was meas-
ured as an adjunct to bone strain as both are shown to 
relate to stability and correlate well.31 Pushout fixation 
was measured for two conditions. The first was after ten 
strikes for all mass, velocity, and bone density setups. The 
second was for optimum number of strikes, when the 
implant could be considered ‘seated’. This was when the 
implant had progressed by no more than 0.1 mm during 
the previous strike (see ‘Seating: polar gap’ for measure-
ment method). A material testing machine (Instron model 
5565; Instron, High Wycombe, UK) pushed components 
out at 0.5 mm per minute using a ø6 mm diameter steel 
rod through a 7 mm diameter entry hole milled into the 
synthetic bone at the pole of the component. Peak load 
was recorded. The pushout after ten strikes was always 
less than the ‘seated’ number of strikes, due to the strain 
deterioration illustrated in Figure 3. A pushout deteriora-
tion was then defined in the following equation:

 
 Pushout deterioration = Pushout10 Strikes − PushoutSeated  

Fig. 2

Synthetic bone cavity geometry and strain gauge placement.

Fig. 3

Representative bone microstrain measurements during seating. An increase 
of strain is observed (A), followed by an inflexion point and subsequent 
deterioration (B).
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Seating: polar gap. Two sets of infrared reflective mark-
ers were attached to the component introducer and im-
pact platen (Figure  1), allowing their relative positions 
to be measured by an optical tracker (fusionTrack 500; 
Atracsys, Puidoux, Switzerland). Following ten strike seat-
ing the final polar gap of each specimen was measured 
using a depth gauge micrometer. Superposition of final 
polar gap and relative component movement during 
seating was used to calculate polar gap following each 
strike. Using these data the ‘optimum number of strikes’ 
for each impaction setup could be recorded.
Statistical analysis. Low- density bone data were tested 
for normality using a Shapiro- Wilk test in SPSS v24 (IBM, 
Armonk, New York, USA). Data were then analyzed with 
a two- way repeated measures analysis of variance with 
strain deterioration as the dependent variable and mal-
let mass (low, medium, high) and strike velocity (low, 
medium, high) as independent variables. The signif-
icance level was set to p < 0.05. Post- hoc paired t- test 
with Bonferroni correction was applied when differences 
across tests were found. Adjusted p- values, multiplied by 
the appropriate Bonferroni correction factor in SPSS, have 
been reported rather than reducing the significance level. 
A linear regression analysis was also performed to deter-
mine if a relationship exists between strain and pushout 
deterioration. Polar gap data were analyzed with paired 
t- tests. These analyses were then repeated for the high- 
density bone data.

Results
Implant stability: strain deterioration. For both bone 
densities, at all velocities and all mass strikes, implant 
impaction was characterized by a period of increasing 
bone strain, followed by an inflection point and then by 
strain deterioration (Figure 4). This severity of the peak 
and strain deterioration is observed to varying degrees 
depending upon the mass/velocity strike combination. 

In the most extreme case with low- density bone, high 
strike mass, and high strike velocity, the peak strain was 
generated after one strike; the second strike then halved 
the strain, and the third strike reduced the strain to zero 
(Figure 4c).

For low- density bone, the effects of mallet mass upon 
strain deterioration depended upon the strike velocity 
(interaction p = 0.007) (Figure 5). At low velocity, all the 
strain deterioration values were low (-8 to -17) and the effect 
of strike mass was low (maximum difference -9; p = 0.070). 
Conversely, at high strike velocities the strain deterioration 
was much higher (-42 to -78) and the effects of strike mass 
were much greater (maximum difference -36; p < 0.005). 
This indicates that low velocities were less sensitive to over- 
impaction and that increasing strike mass at low velocity in 
low- density bone does not increase the strain deterioration 
if too many strikes are used. For high- density bone strain 
deterioration magnitudes were low (-2 to -19; Supplemen-
tary Figure a), indicating that strain deterioration poses a 
greater clinical risk for low- density bone.
Implant stability: pushout. The number of strikes until 
the ‘optimally seated’ condition and pushout values are 
provided in Table I. For the group that were pushout test-
ed when ‘optimally seated’, fixation increased with both 
strike mass and velocity. However, in the ten- strike group 
an increase in fixation with increasing mallet mass was 
only observed in the low velocity group. In the medium 
and high velocity group no increase in fixation was ob-
served with mallet mass (Table I). Pushout deterioration 
is plotted as a function of strain deterioration (Figure 6; R2 
= 0.83, p < 0.05). These data confirmed that strain dete-
rioration was an appropriate measure for risk of compo-
nent loosening, as fixation strength reduced linearly with 
strain deterioration.
Seating: polar gap. Polar gap reduced with both increas-
ing mallet mass and velocity in both low- and high- 
density bone in all but the high velocity, high density 

Fig. 4

Mean microstrain measured (with SD) post- strike for low- density bone at a) low, b) medium, and c) high velocities. Strains are characterized by increasing 
strain, an inflexion point, and strain reduction.
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group (Figure 7). A difference in polar gap between low 
and high mallet mass was detected (0.335 mm; p = 
0.014) but not between low/medium and medium/high 
masses. Combining the findings of Figures 5 and 7 across 
the low- and high- density bone materials, the only mass/
velocity combination that provided a low strain deteriora-
tion and full implant seating (polar gap ≤ 1 mm) was the 
high mallet mass at low velocity.

Discussion
The most important finding of this study was that the 
strain in bone deteriorated after a certain number of 
impaction strikes, and that impaction technique had a 
large effect on this deterioration. A deterioration in strain 
was measured in all cases, but was most severe in the 
case of lower density bone (representing revision or 
poor- quality bone cases). This deterioration correlated 
well with a reduction in implant stability and so must 
be avoided. The strike velocity, which can be interpreted 
as how hard the surgeon hits the introducer, was a key 
risk factor for this deterioration – at high velocity even 
the lightest 0.6 kg mallet caused a severe deteriora-
tion in strain with excessive impaction strikes. At low 
velocity, for all mallet masses the deterioration in strain 
still occurred but was far less severe than at medium or 
high velocity. Therefore, a lower strike velocity may be 
preferable. It should also be considered that polar gaps 
of more than 2 mm have been linked to an increase in 
early component migration,50 while gaps of less than 2 
mm have been deemed clinically acceptable46 and the 
gaps of 1 mm or less have been observed to be filled 
without intervention.51 A high mallet mass, coupled 
with a low strike velocity, minimizes strain deterioration 
while achieving < 1 mm polar gap and 66% of stability 
attained by the technique with the highest risk of strain 
deterioration.

Fig. 5

Mean strain deterioration (with SD) for each impaction technique. Strain deterioration was greatest for lower- density bone, and for medium- or high- velocity 
strikes.

Table I. Number of strikes required for ‘seated’ condition and mean pushout values for each strike combination.

Strike velocity Low Medium High

Strike mass Low Med High Low Med High Low Med High
Number of strikes to seat 10* 10* 6 7 4 2 3 2 2

Mean pushout value (seated), N (SD) 123 (12) 248 (16) 442 (38) 289 (46) 356 (77) 496 (22) 368 (10) 442 (79) 630 (65)

Mean pushout value (10 strikes), N (SD) 123 (12) 248 (16) 362 (18) 172 (19) 127 (48) 90 (18) 45 (14) 60 (14) 49 (6)

*< 0.1 mm displacement at tenth strike.

Fig. 6

Relationship between strain and pushout deterioration. Larger magnitude 
strain deterioration correlates with a reduction in pushout. Strain 
deterioration should be avoided to ensure optimum fixation.
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This study demonstrates that high velocity mallet 
strikes achieve good implant stability, but only if the 
correct number of strikes are used. However, it has 
previously been shown that it is difficult for surgeons to 
accurately pinpoint when an implant is most effectively 
seated (i.e. the inflection points in Figure 3).32 Therefore if 
high- velocity strikes are used to seat components in low- 
density bone, extreme care should be taken to avoid an 
excessive number of strikes.

A synthetic bone model was used for this study. It is 
acknowledged that an isotropic material does not repre-
sent the anatomical complexity of the pelvis. However, 
cadaveric bone strength, stiffness, density, acetabular 
socket size, and rim anatomy all vary with specimen. A 
cadaveric repeated measures study design is also not 
possible due to the damage seating a component does to 
a specimen, preventing repeat testing. A synthetic model 
was chosen over cadaveric tissues to allow isolation of 
several variables and to perform meaningful analysis on 
the results. Every effort has been made to best represent 
the clinical scenario. Previous literature demonstrates the 
value of these models to draw important conclusions.41,44,52 
Synthetic bone densities were carefully chosen using 
existing literature in order to most closely represent high- 
density (mostly cortical in primary THA) and low- density 
(more sub- chondral/defected) bone.20,34-36,38 While the 
model does not mimic the overall anatomy of the pelvis, 
the ‘notch’ model has been rigorously validated against 
cadaveric tissue in literature, providing mechanical prop-
erties,53,54 component deformation,39 component fric-
tional resistance,20 and stability55 within the variability 
of mechanical samples, even when damaged.56 There-
fore the key ‘pinching’ mechanism of the acetabulum 
is represented.39 The mechanism of the most important 
finding of this study (a deterioration of strain with exces-
sive strikes) is likely due to the elastic nature of bone and 
the compliance of the hip during impact – two properties 

represented and validated for the model used.33 A second 
limitation is that pushout loading is not a physiological 
method of loading. However, it does test peripheral fixa-
tion effectively, and has been shown to produce similar 
results to other fixation testing methods.21,35,57

It is proposed that two previously reported phenomena 
contribute to the loss of stability measured when using 
too many high- velocity strikes. The first is damage to the 
bone during each strike.58 As the component is seated 
the bone surface layer is overly compacted/abraded by 
the component surface, reducing effective interference 
fit between component and bone. The increased yield 
strength of the higher- density bone, resisting damage, 
may contribute to its increased tolerance of high energy 
impacts (before strain deterioration occurs). Similarly, 
in low- impact energy scenarios (such as in the low 
velocity group) bone may not be sufficiently damaged 
to contribute to deterioration. Higher mallet mass may 
be preferable as mallet momentum is increased (aiding 
implant seating) without largely increasing energy (there-
fore limiting bone damage). In addition to bone damage, 
a ‘bounce back’ of an acetabular component out of the 
bone cavity has been identified in a previous study that 
employs dynamic testing techniques.39 Mid- strike, elastic 
energy is stored in the acetabular cavity and surrounding 
soft tissues. As the force of the hammer strike is released 
the component is subject to an ‘extraction’ force and can 
displace out of the bone cavity. Hothi et al48 observed this 
phenomenon during higher- velocity strikes, but only in 
dynamic models. It has been previously shown that the 
acetabulum undergoes significant acceleration during 
impact,33 which could produce an extraction force when 
experienced by introducer/component couplings with 
appreciable mass. Supplementary Video ii highlights the 
oscillation of the component/introducer construct within 
the acetabular cavity. Such mechanisms of elastic strain 
and acetabulum acceleration are known to occur in the in 

Fig. 7

Mean polar gaps at seating (with SD) for each impaction technique. Polar gap is reduced with both increasing impact mass and velocity.
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vivo environment, and therefore the mechanism of strain 
and stability deterioration demonstrated in this study 
warrants further investigation.

In conclusion, inadequate implant stability in revi-
sion THA or primary cases with poor bone stock remains 
a challenge for orthopaedic surgeons, with second 
revisions often required if adequate stability is not 
achieved. This study assesses how surgical technique 
may improve fixation. The in vitro model presented has 
indicated that surgeons should take great care if high- 
velocity strikes are used (even with a low mallet mass) 
to seat components in low density, as stability may be 
reduced if excessive impact strikes are used. The use of 
low strike velocity (1.5 m/s) and high mallet mass (1.8 
kg) may mitigate a risk of loss of implant stability when 
impacting components into low- density bone, while 
ensuring the implant is seated well enough to promote 
effective bone ingrowth.

Supplementary material
  A number of items of supplementary material are 

provided for further information for the reader. 
These include: 1) a video to demonstrate the im-

paction velocities used for this study as applied by the 
surgeon, for ‘real world’ reference; 2) a figure showing 
post- strike strain values for high- density bone to comple-
ment Figure 4; and 3) a high- speed video to demonstrate 
the ‘bounce- back’ effect of the acetabular component in 
synthetic bone that may to contribute to strain deteriora-
tion and loosening.
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